
Story Quilt Project Steps 

Project Overview:  Students will create their own story quilts in the style of Faith Ringgold 

Project Materials: Black Construction paper, 5x4in red paper, 8x5in dark blue paper, 2x2in scrapbook paper, 3x6in white drawing paper, Wet 

wipes, table mats, white color pencil, gold sharpies, thin and thick markers , pencils, scissors  

 

Volunteer Preparation 

✓ Each child will receive supplies listed above 
✓ Teachers are welcome to participate in the lesson - let them know!  

 

Step 1: Draw your stars and person 

flying!  

Step 2: Cut and paste! Step 3: Clean up Step 4: Mounting 

Pass out black, blue, and white paper.  

Call students up a few at a time to get 

their 2x2in squares.  They need 17 

squares.  

Pass out red paper triangles, black paper, and make 

sure everyone has their 17 squares.  

  

  

1. Write your name and class code on 

the back of your black paper with 

your white pencil. Fold in half the 

long way. 

2. Take your blue paper and draw stars 

all over it using the gold sharpie. 

Set it to the side. 

3. Take your white paper and draw the 

outline yourself flying the long 

way.  Set aside. 

4. Time to start gluing! 

 

1. Fold and cut one of your 2in squares in half. 

2. Lay out the cut pieces on the top center and bottom 

center of your portrait black paper centered on the 

folded line.  

3. Starting at the corners glue the rest of your 2 in 

squares around the edge of the black paper gluing 

down the cut pieces as you get to them. 

4. Glue red triangles on the corners of the blue paper to 

make a diamond shape.  

5. Glue blue paper to the center of the black paper. 

6. Finish your person by coloring in yourself flying.  

When done cut out as close to your body as possible 

leaving no white.  

7. Glue your flying self in the center of the blue paper 

with stars. 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ Collect completed quilts, put 

on rack to dry.  Clean up 

supplies. Use scrap paper and 

books to press the quilts flat. 

 

➢ PLEASE organize cart so it’s 

neat and ready for the next 

class. 

 

➢ Notify chairs right after 

your class if fresh supplies 

are needed 

 

 

➢ There will be no black 

mounting paper this time 

 

➢ Affix student labels to the 

back of the black paper 

 

➢ Hang artwork as one large 

quilt. 

➢ Use provided grid to hang 

next to art for 

identification purposes 

 

➢ Place previous art in your 

blue storage bin in the Art 

Lit Storage room (off the 

first alcove to the right in 

the gym) 



 

 

Thank You For Volunteering in Art Lit! 
 

“Help!?” 
Can’t find tacks? Running out of supplies? Have questions about the project?  

Text or call Kari (503)516-7249, Laura (503)504-7676, Beth (541)908-3551 or Erin (971) 221-8701 
 

For questions regarding class & training days/times,  
please check the calendar under the Art Lit tab at www.marywoodwardpso.com . 

 

If you miss training or just need a refresher, documents for the latest project 
can also be found under the Art Lit tab at www.marywoodwardpso.com . 

 

http://www.marywoodwardpso.com/
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